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What is Loop Mediated Isothermal AmplificationWhat is Loop Mediated Isothermal Amplification
(LAMP)?(LAMP)?

•• UsesUses BstBst DNA Polymerase.DNA Polymerase.

•• Requires 4 or 6 primersRequires 4 or 6 primers
(see(see http://loopamp.eiken.co.jp/e/lamp/anim.html )

•• Amplification occurs at a single temperature (65Amplification occurs at a single temperature (65°°C).C).

•• Amplification takes 10Amplification takes 10--4545 minsmins..

•• Products can be detected through incorporation of dyesProducts can be detected through incorporation of dyes
into the reaction mix, oninto the reaction mix, on agaroseagarose gels, or in realgels, or in real--time.time.

•• Has potential to be developed into a rapid field diagnosticHas potential to be developed into a rapid field diagnostic
test system.test system.



What assays have we designed so far?

1. The 16SrI aster yellows type phytoplasmas.

2. The Cape St Paul wilt phytoplasma of coconut.

3. The 16SrII phytoplasmas.

4. A universal phytoplasma assay for all groups.

5. The cox gene (plant DNA) as a control.

16SrII Sweet potato little leaf in
periwinkle

Cape St Paul wilt - Ghana



• A rapid DNA extraction method has also been developed, using
lateral flow device (LFD) membranes.

• Place approx 0.5 g plant material into extraction buffer and shake
with steel beads for 2-3 mins (DNA has been successfully
extracted from leaf material and coconut trunk borings).

• Place 80-100 μl buffer on sample pad of LFD and allow lateral flow.

• A small sections of the membrane (approx 1 mm2) is then added
directly into the LAMP reaction mixture and incubated for 10 - 45
min at 65°C.

Extraction bottles and LFD strips are supplied by Forsite Diagnostics, York .

RAPID DNA EXTRACTION METHODRAPID DNA EXTRACTION METHOD
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RESULTS
• Positive reactions for aster yellows assay detected through the

hydroxyl napthol blue colorimetric assay (below) within 1 hour of the
start of DNA extraction, and subsequently confirmed by agarose gel
electrophoresis.

16Sr group: M I-B I-C I-C I-F II III VI X XII -



• The level of detection is comparable to that obtained by
nested PCR using conventional 16S rDNA phytoplasma-
specific primers.

• Furthermore, the assays are specific for the phytoplasmas
they are designed to detect.

(a)

(b)

Lamp PCR
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

The dilution series is:
1. 1 ul DNA
2. 1/5 dilution
3. 1/10 dilution
4. 1/50 dilution
5. 1/100 dilution
6. 1/500 dilution
7. 1/1000 dilution
8. ‘+ve control’
9. -ve control



• We are now developing detection in real-time using the
Optigene Genie machine, and testing multiplexing of
the phytoplasma primers with the cox primers.

• Can use melt curves to distinguish between
phytoplasma and plant amplification products.



A new DNA extraction and LAMP assay has been developed for rapidA new DNA extraction and LAMP assay has been developed for rapid (<1hr)(<1hr)
detection ofdetection of phytoplasmasphytoplasmas..

DNA extraction onto LFD devices takes 5DNA extraction onto LFD devices takes 5--1010 minsmins..

Sections of the membranes are then placed into the lamp reactionSections of the membranes are then placed into the lamp reaction mix (can alsomix (can also
be used for PCR).be used for PCR).

The lamp product can be detected in < 45The lamp product can be detected in < 45 minsmins using hydroxylusing hydroxyl naptholnapthol blue dye,blue dye,
and within 30and within 30 minsmins using the realusing the real--time detection method.time detection method.

Samples can subsequently be checked onSamples can subsequently be checked on agaroseagarose gels if necessary.gels if necessary.

The assays developed so far are as sensitive as nested PCR and aThe assays developed so far are as sensitive as nested PCR and are specificre specific
for thefor the phytoplasmasphytoplasmas they were designed to detect.they were designed to detect.

Genie machines, are small, portable and could be run off car batGenie machines, are small, portable and could be run off car batteries in theteries in the
field.field.

SummarySummary
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